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ICON GLOSSARY

Icon Description Page

Dashboard

Search

Analytics pages - Authorizations, Sales and 
refunds, Chargebacks, Fees, Cash flow

Saved reports

Reconciliation page

Downloads

Date picker - Options for Transaction date or 
Settlement date appear on Sales and refunds, 
Chargebacks, and Fees

Settings - Available on the Dashboard to allow you to 
customize widgets

Filter data and access saved filters

Collapse parent tier

Include filter

Exclude filter

Clear filters

Filter bar text editor (Optional for advanced users) 

Save as a report

Trend line view on Analytics pages graphs

Chart view on performance cards

Table view

Export data

Performance cards

View performance cards not shown in the 
horizontal tabs

Pivot table options

Change over time

Expand transaction list table for more details

Collapse transaction list table for a summary view

Sort results on the Reconciliation page

Mark batch as reconciled for your own record keeping

Flag batch for follow-up

Tooltip 

Download pending

Delete a download, alert, or user

Reset user password - Available for account admins only

Unlock user - Available for account admins only

Expand parent tier for more options
Business unit tiers
Filters

Menu items
Business units
Currency normalizer
Profile settings
Date picker
Saved filters

Notifications panel

Alert regarding data

Download ready

Save filter - Appears after entering at least one filter

Filter saved

Alert triggered in notifications panel

Locked data based on your Pazien subscription. To 
view data, upgrade to Pro.

A blue dot appears on the bulb when there are 
feature tips to view on that page
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Date picker — Choose any date range to view your data. (page 5)

Dashboard widgets — High-level view of your payment performance during the selected 
data range. You can click and drag to rearrange widgets to your liking.

Customized widgets — Click on the gear icon in the upper right corner of any dashboard 
widget to apply filters to that specific widget. Any changes you make will not impact other 
users. (page 4)

Data hover — Hover over points on graphs and charts to see a snapshot of that data. Click on 
anything to drill into that data within the analytics pages.

Navigation — Navigate to other pages of Pazien. 

Business units — Select a business unit to view a specific set of data. (page 7)

Currency normalizer — View summary amounts in a uniform currency. (page 6)

Page usage tips — A blue dot lightbulb indicates helpful tips for using features on this page.

Notifications panel — A red dot bell indicates you have a payments alert (pages 14-15). A blue 
dot bell indicates you have files ready for download (page 33). 

Account settings — Manage your profile, alerts, and user permissions. (pages 9-15)

Dashboard

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data.
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How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331227904



Customized widgets

1. Click on the gear icon in the upper right corner of any dashboard widget.

2. Type and select your filter in the filter bar, or choose options from the dropdown.

3. Change the widget title to reflect your filter.

4. Save widget.

5. A green dot will appear over the gear icon once a filter has been applied.

Customizing widgets lets you see what’s most important to you right when you 
log in. Widget customizations are created on a user basis, so any changes you 
make will not impact other users in your business. 

Click to open 
customization 
options

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 4

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331227904



On Sales and refunds, Chargebacks, and Fees you can toggle between transaction 
and settlement date within the date picker. 

Date picker

1. Click on the displayed date range.

2. Select the start day and the end day.

3. Click apply.

Pazien collects data from many different sources for each provider. Data is displayed 
within hours of collection, typically the day after a transaction occurs.  

The date range defaults to the previous 30 days, but you can choose any range.*

*Your date range availability may be limited by the Pazien package you subscribe to.

Transaction date key

Sales and refunds — The day the transaction took place.

Chargebacks — The day the chargeback came through.

Fees — The day the fee was incurred.

If viewing one day, you must click the day two times; once for the start day and once for the end day.

Click to open 
date options

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 5

Settlement date key

The day your provider instructs funds to move to you.

Tip: On 
Analytics 
pages you 
also get date 
comparison 
options



Currency normalizer

The currency normalizer* allows you to view your data in any currency you sell or 
settle in. Choosing a currency does not add or remove any data, it simply changes all 
amounts to be reflected in your currency of choice.

When you change your currency view, Pazien remembers your preference for the 
next time you log in. 

A normalized currency makes it easier to compare performance across regions. 
Analytics and reconciliation pages still contain data on individual currency 
performance.  

*We calculate currency exchange rates daily using openexchangerates.org. 

Click to open 
currency options

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 6

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331227946 



All levels (business units)

Business units allow you to categorize and bucket your data. This helps you easily 
drill into a specific set of data, without having to apply filters every time. Admins can 
also add or restrict user access based on business units (page 13). 

Business units are created by mapping MIDs to desired business units and tiers. 

See page 8 for instructions on creating business units. 

Click the gear icon to manage 
your current business units
(page 8) 

Click to view 
business unit options

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 7

Click the (+) to 
expand more 
business unit 
options 

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331227710 



Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 8

Create and manage business units
Once in the business unit manager (page 7), you can add or edit business units. 

Add a business unit

1. Click All levels in the left navigation to highlight it.

2. Click the folder icon to add a new business unit. Name it something descriptive.

3. Click and drag the newly created business unit to another business unit if you wish to nest the
new business unit. (e.g. Canada is nested under Widgets Americas)

4. Double click Unmapped MIDs to reveal MIDs that need to be mapped.

5. Click and drag the Unmapped MIDs to the new business unit, or to already created business units.

Edit a business unit

1. Double click any created business unit to reveal the MIDs it consists of.

2. Click and drag the MIDs to other business units or to newly created business units.

3. Double click Unmapped MIDs to reveal MIDs that need to be mapped.

4. If you delete a business unit, the nested MIDs will go to Unmapped MIDs for mapping.

Visit pazien.com/business-units-for-your-payments-data/ 
for detailed information on creating and managing business units. 

Add a 
business unit 

Add a 
new MID

Edit a 
business unit

Reorganize MIDs 
and business units

Delete a MID or 
business unit

Undo last change

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331227710 



Profile settings*

Profile — Edit your display name and job title.

Sign-in and security — Change your password.

User management — Account admins can access this section to manage user 
permissions. (pages 10-13)

Manage alerts — Enable email notifications for alerts, and add or remove alerts for 
authorizations, sales, refunds, chargebacks, and fees. (pages 14-15)

Data status - coming soon.

Business unit manager - Create and manage business units to easily drill into 
important data. (pages 7-8)

*Depending on your user permissions, you may not be able to see or access all of these options. 

Click your name to 
access profile options

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 9



User management

User management can be accessed and controlled by account administrators. 

Admins can choose to edit individual users or create groups of users with defined 
permissions. Click on any user to begin editing their permissions.

1. Click on your profile in the top right corner of Pazien.

2. Click User management.

3. Select any user in the user list.

See pages 12-13 for instructions on managing user permissions. 

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 10

*If you sign in via SSO (single sign-on), adding users, resetting
passwords, resending welcome emails, and activating/deactivating
users must be controlled from where you sign in.

For example, if you sign in via the Worldpay Service Portal, the 
account admin must control user access there. 

Click a user to manage their permissions

Deactivate 
user* (Blue = 
active user)

Add a new 
user*

Resend 
welcome 
email*

Reset 
password*

Account admin(s) who can 
control user permissions

User is set up, but 
has not signed in

Direct=signs in via Pazien

SSO=signs in via single sign-on 
(e.g. Worldpay Service Portal)*

Export user list 
and statuses 

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331228605 



User management: Add a user
Only available to Admins of direct merchants. If you use single-sign on (SSO) 
through your company or provider, please contact them to add users. 

1. Click Add user from the User management page. (page 10)

2. Add the user’s name, email and job title.

3. Add user permissions under Data, Providers, and Business units (if applicable).

4. Select the box to Send the user a welcome email so the user is prompted to create 
a password.

5. Click Save and close.

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 11

You must add at least one permission from each available tab.

Add at least one permission 
from each available tab

Click to add

Cumulative shows 
added permissions

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331228605 



User management: Feature permissions

As an admin, once you click on a user in the user management list (page 10), you can 
edit their permissions. À la carte is where you select the permissions, and Cumulative 
shows you which permissions have been granted. 

Add all permissions 
available in the list 

Remove added permissions 
by clicking the X

This user has access to 
Chargebacks and Export

Select to add 
user as an Admin

Select individual 
permissions

Data — Choose which features and pages of Pazien the user has access to. 

Providers — If integrated with multiple providers, choose which provider data the 
user can view. 

Business units — If you’ve set up business units (pages 7-8), choose which units the 
user can interact with (page 13). 

A

B

C

A B C

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 12

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331228605 



User management: Business unit permissions

Admins can specify which users within the business have access to defined business 
units (pages 7-8).

1. Click on your profile in the top right corner of Pazien.

2. Click User management.

3. Select any user in the user list.

4. Click on Business units.

5. In the À la carte column, add or remove necessary business units. The Cumulative
column will show a check mark for any business unit the user can access.

If you have multiple tiers, click the + box to expand and manage permissions for that tier.

Expand the 
business unit to 
add/remove 
permissions for 
additional tiers

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 13

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331228605 



Alerts
Alerts ensure that Pazien works for you even when you’re not signed in. To get to Alerts, 
navigate to your Profile in the top right and click Alerts, or find Alerts in the left navigation. 

When you land on Alerts, you see your History, which shows any new and unread alerts that 
are available. The left panel shows a preview and the right pane allows you to view data. 

Settings is where you go to edit, deactivate, or delete alert rules, and to see all active and 
deactivated alerts. 

See page 15 for details on how to create alerts. 

14Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 

Investigate sends you to an analytics page populated with filters 
and pivots to drill into the data further. Lite users can see all data 
in History, but may experience gaps when they click Investigate.

See page 15 for details.

Deactivate the alert if you’re 
done monitoring the data, but 
may want to return to it later. 
Green=Active 
Toggle to deactivate.

Duplicate 
the alert

Delete 
the alert

See how many unread notifications 
you have for each alert.

Click Unread to only 
see alerts you 
haven’t opened yet.

How-to video: vimeo.com/331227645



Create an alert

15Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 

Alerts can be a very powerful tool in helping you stay on top of performance changes and 
quickly act on those changes to increase revenue and decrease costs. 

Alerts are currently user specific, so any alerts you create to choose to be notified about will not 
impact the experience of a colleague. 

Follow the steps outlined below to create an alert. 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Add a descriptive title + additional context so you’re 
reminded of what you’re measuring and why. Choose 
to receive email notifications so you don’t even have 
to sign in to know if things change.

Select from the dropdown menu, or begin typing to 
choose to monitor things like approval rates, 
chargeback reasons, store sales volumes etc. 

Segmentation determines the lens through which alerts are 
triggered. For example, if you choose segments of MID and issuing 
bank country for your approval rate, your alert might read:
    MID123 US approval rate is 80%
    MID123 Canada approval rate is 75%
    MID123 Mexico approval rate is 70%
    MID456 UK approval rate is 85%

Thresholds determine when the alert is 
triggered. You can choose measurements 
of greater than, less than, increases, 
decreases, is equal to, and more.

The time frame in which the alert is 
monitored and in which you’re notified. 

Filters help you 
narrow your results. 
For example, you 
could choose specific 
MIDs, providers, or 
payment methods to 
monitor. 

Testing runs the rules over the past 60 days 
of data to outline how many times the alert 
would have triggered. This can help you 
fine-tune your logic. 

If you 
choose No, 
the alert 
monitors 
your whole 
business. 
E.g. Your 
overall 
approval 
rate <85%.

Hover over the question 
marks on Pazien to learn 
more about that item. 

If you 
choose No, 
the alert 
monitors 
your whole 
business. 
E.g. Your 
overall 
approval 
rate <85%.

How-to video: vimeo.com/331227645



Chart icons — View your data as an interactive chart.

Table icon — View your data in a table format of numbers and percentages.

Export — Download data in your format of choice. Charts can export as image files for easy 
integration into your own reports. Tables can export as CSV or XLSX. 

Performance cards - All of your data broken down into detail. You can click into any performance 
card to get more granular, and access pivot tables and change over time. (pages 23-26)

Filter bar — Type a filter or click on the filter bar to add or exclude filters. Once filters are applied, you 
can save them for later use. (pages 17-20)

View transactions — Click to view all transactions for the selected time period (page 29).

Click into details — Click on any summary item to drill into those details. 

Trend graph — A visualization of your data, which shows fluctuations throughout the selected time 
period. 

Details box — Hover over any date on the trend graph to see details for that day. Click and drag on 
the trend graph to see the summation of multiple days. 

Analytics pages
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Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data.
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Filter data

Filtering your data helps you focus on items most important to you, get to the bottom 
of issues, and understand how different factors impact your payment performance. 

There are three ways you can filter your data on Pazien: 

1. Type the desired filter into the filter bar.

2. Click on the filter bar and pick options from the drop-down menu.

3. Click on any line item in the summary bar or in the performance cards to have that
piece of data applied as a filter.

For example, if you clicked Worldpay - WPG in the first performance card below, it would apply that filter 
so you’d only see Worldpay - WPG authorization data. 

Click any performance card line item to add it as a filter 

     to Include the filter
— to Exclude the filter
+

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 17

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331228181



Filter data: Exclude data from results

Excluding filters lets you see everything but that piece of data in your results. This 
can be helpful in weeding out poor performers or seeing how your performance is 
outside of certain regions, payment methods, MIDs, etc. 

There are two ways to exlude data: 

1. Click on the exclude button (—) next to the filter option in the drop-down menu.

2. Apply a filter to include in results, then exclude it by clicking on the green include
button (+) in the filter bar, which will change it to an exclude (—).

For example, if you clicked on the green + next to Visa in the filter bar, it would change the + to a — and 
show you everything but Visa transactions.  

     to Include the filter
— to Exclude the filter

Clear 
applied 
filters

Expand for 
more options

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 18

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331228181



Filter data: Save filters

Once you apply filters in the filter bar (pages 17-18), you can save that filter for later 
use, or for use on other pages within the analytics section. 

1. Apply filters by typing in the filter bar, or selecting options from the drop-down
menu.

2. A star icon will pop on the right side of the filter bar once filters have been added.

3. Click the star icon.

4. Name the filter.
If you add more filters to a preexisting saved filter, you can update that saved filter by choosing Update 
an existing filter, and saving that update. 

Click the 
star icon to 
save a filter

Saved filters are user specific. Any filter you save will not impact the saved filter of 
another user in your business. 

If you’d like to share a saved filter with another user in your business, copy the 
browser’s address bar and send the URL to your coworker. They will be directed to 
the page you’re viewing with the same filters applied. 

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 19

Copy the browser’s address bar to paste 
and share this page with a colleague

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331228181



Filter data: Access saved filters

After you save a filter (page 19), you can apply it anytime you log in to Pazien, or on 
any page within the analytics section.   

To access a saved filter: 

1. Click on the funnel icon next to the filter bar.

2. Navigate to Saved.

3. Select the saved filter you’d like to apply to your data.

Saved filters are user specific. Any filter you save will not impact the saved filter of 
another user in your business. 

If you’d like to share a saved filter with another user in your business, copy the page 
URL and send the URL to your coworker. They will be directed to the page you’re 
viewing with the same filters applied. 

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 20

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331228181



Save a report

You can save report from any analytics page, whether you’ve applied filters or not. 
Saved reports package the data on the main selected analytics page, and any pivots 
you apply on individual performance cards (pages 23-26) within that page. 

1. Select Save as next to the date picker.

2. Name your report.

3. Set the date range you’d like your report to cover.

4. Save your report.

Click Save as 
to save a report

Saved reports are user specific. Any report you save will not impact the saved 
reports other users in your business. 

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 21

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331228246



Find saved reports

Saved reports (page 21) are accessible from the Reports section in the navigation. 

When you select a saved report, you are directed to the relevant analytics page with 
any necessary filters applied. You can also click on any performance card to view 
pivot tables and change over time (pages 23-26) associated with the saved report.  

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 22

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331228246



Performance cards

You can drill into any performance card by clicking the card on the main analytics 
page, or selecting from the listed tabs. Once clicked into a performance card, there 
are several things you can do. 

Performance cards — View a horizontal, tabular list of all performance cards 
available.

Pivot table — Open a pivot table to drill down further into your data (pages 24-25).

Ellipses — Click to view more available performance cards.

Table icon — View your data in a table format of numbers and percentages. This is the 
default view on performance cards. 

Change over time — See how performance changes over a time period (page 26). 

Export — Download the data from the table. You can export a table of data to CSV or 
XLSX for the raw numbers. You can export a chart or graph to JPEG, PNG, PDF or SVG 
to maintain the visualization.

Column graph views — Select columns to change views from tabular data to bar or pie 
charts. 

Comparison views — Select up to four boxes, and click ‘Compare selected’ to open an 
analytics dashboard view that compares the performance of the four factors (page 27).

Navigate to any performance card

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 23
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Pivot tables

Pivot tables allow you to reorganize and summarize your data so you can 
understand the impact of particular aspects of your payments. Pazien’s pivot tables 
work the same way they do in popular programs, like Excel and Google Sheets.

To create a pivot table: 

1. Click into any performance card.

2. Click on the table/gear icon in the first column header.

3. Click and drag items from the list on the left into the relevant buckets on the right.

4. Apply the pivots.

This particular pivot example will show you how payment methods perform 
in different regions. 

For example, it can help you understand if there are repeated poor 
performers so you can strategize to add preferred payment options for 
different localities. 

Table/gear 
icon opens 
the pivot 
table 

Click and drag

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 24

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331228332



Pivot table view

This is an example of a completed pivot table (page 24). Here is a breakdown of 
what was clicked and dragged into different buckets:   

This data is exportable by clicking the export icon in the top right corner of 
the performance card. 

Note: Performance cards sometimes display fields as Unknown. This 
means we did not receive the specifics on that data. 

Export

For example, Issuing bank country is always Unknown for provider or payment method of 
PayPal, because specific card data is not passed along by that APM. 

Row 1 - Issuing bank country

Row 2 - Payment method 

Columns - MID (merchant ID) 

Values — Auth count, Auth amount (in GBP), Approval count, etc. 

The payment method performance as seen below, culminates to the issuing bank 
country authorization performance. Pivot tables can be leveraged to distill your data 
and discover areas for optimization. 

Based on what you find in pivot tables, you may want to create alerts to stay on top 
of changes in performance (pages 14-15).   

D

A

C

B

B

A

C

D

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 25

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331228332



Change over time
Once you click into a performance card you can view how your performance has 
changed over time within your selected date range (page 5).

1. Click on the triangle icon in the left corner of the performance card.

2. Use the dropdown menus in the toolbar to group the data by different frequencies
(day, week, month) or to view change over time by percent or difference.
Group by:
Month – Month-over-month changes in performance. Helpful in spotting trends over a longer time period. 
Week – Week-over-week change in performance. Helpful in identifying when issues occurred.
Day – Day-over-day changes in performance. Helpful in pinpointing issues or attributing positive spikes in 
sales to marketing or sales campaigns.

View change as:
Percent – Percent change from the previous time period (e.g. -5.68%)
Difference – Numeric (count) change from the previous time period (e.g. +174)

3. Click “Configure table” to change or add values into the change over time table. See 
page 24 for more information on how to configure tables. 

Configure table 
opens Change over 
time options

This data is exportable by clicking the export button in the performance 
card toolbar. You can also exclude change columns when exporting.

Note: Performance cards sometimes display fields as Unknown. This 
means we did not receive the specifics on that data. 

For example, Issuing bank country is always Unknown for provider or payment method of 
PayPal, because specific card data is not passed along by that APM. 

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 26

Triangle icon 
displays change 
over time table 

Choose how you 
want to group and 
view your data



Data comparison views

Comparison options on performance cards (page 23) allow you to compare the 
performance of things like payment methods, providers, issuing bank countries, 
merchant IDs, and more. This makes it easier to identify trends in your performance, 
highlight areas of success, and pinpoint opportunities for improvement. 

A

B

A

B

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 27

Select up to four parameters from any performance card and click ‘Compare 
selected’ to open a comparison view of your data (page 23).

Once you open the comparison view, you can see a breakdown of how different 
factors, like issuing bank countries, perform against each other. Click in to any 
performance card to see more granular details on the comparison of data.

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331227853



Date comparisons

Comparing data over date ranges allows you to do a complete trend analysis and 
forecast for the future. Date comparisons can be carried out over any analytics or 
fraud page. 

1. From the analytics page, click the date picker in the upper right. 

2. Select your base (first) date range. 

3. Click Add a comparison next to the base date. Choose a custom date range, or 
pick from the preset options. You can choose up to 3 dates. 

4. Click Apply.

28Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data.

Click to add 
another date 
comparison

Toggle the summary bar between dates

Legend tells you which 
colors represent which dates

Export and 
choose JPG, 
PNG, or PDF 
to download 
the visual of 
date 
comparisons

Click on any performance card to drill into granular data (pages 23-27)

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331227819



If any data is blank, --, or N/A, it’s likely because we don’t get that level of detail 
from your payment provider. 

Alternative payment methods rarely show details on card product, bank, or issuing 
bank country.

Transaction level detail is exportable, but limited to 1 million rows per download. 
Once an export is ready, it is available in the Downloads section (page 33), or in the 
notifications panel (page 3).  

View transactions

Pazien gives you transaction level details from any provider you have integrated. 
 
1. Click View transactions in the summary box on Authorizations, Sales and refunds, 
Chargebacks, or Fees.

2. View top-level information for each transaction. 

3. Click on any order ID to view more details on that transaction OR expand the table 
to see more details on all transactions.

4. Export transactions by clicking the download icon to the left.

Expand the table 
for more details

Click an order 
ID for more 
details

Export 
transactions

For example, some providers do not report the first 6 and last 4 in their data, so we cannot show 
account, or deduce bank, issuing bank country, etc. 

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 29

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331228380



Reconciliation

Reconciliation helps you understand the money you should have in the bank, 
according to your provider reports. Each line item is a different batch settlement from 
your provider(s). 

Tips for using reconciliation are in red below. 

— Any amount in parentheses ( ) is money moving away from you, or debited; most 
commonly seen in chargebacks and fees. 

— Export transactions, page 31.

— View batch transactions, page 32.

Mark as 
reconciled

Flag for 
follow-up

Click on any settlement batch 
to see individual transactions 
(more on page 31)

Export summaries 
or transactions 
(more on page 31) 

Select a 
date range

Sort rows

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 30

Click Provider or 
Settlement currency 
to filter data

Settlement batch — A collection of transactions settled by an acquirer for a 
given day or period.

Funds transfer ID — An identifier the acquirer stamps on the batch of settled 
transactions. 

Funds transfer group — A grouping of sales, refunds, chargebacks, fees, and 
sundry items acquirers use when transferring money to the merchant bank. 

Each funds 
transfer 
group line 
item (Net 
cash flow) 
should 
reconcile 
with a bank 
deposit or 
debit

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/325496627



Export all transactions

1. In Reconciliation, select the date range you’d like to export (page 5). 

2. Click Export on the right side of the page. 

3. Select Summaries for settlement batch views, or Transactions for individual 
transactions.

4. Choose which sections (all, chargebacks, sales and refunds, etc.) to export.

5. Select CSV for individual files of each section (chargebacks, sales and refunds, 
etc.), or XLSX for one excel file with individual worksheets for each section and click 
export.

6. Within minutes your file will be ready, and will appear in the notifications panel, or 
in the Downloads section. 

Export 
summaries or 
transactions  

Select a 
date range

Access all 
exports to 
download 
the file to 
your 
desktop

A blue dot in the notifications panel 
means your export is ready for download

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 31

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331227764



View settlement batch transactions

Below is the reconciliation view once you click into a settlement batch (page 29). 
From here, you can explore individual transactions to confirm that your internal order 
data matches your provider data. 

You can navigate to Chargebacks, Fees, and Misc., shown in the red box below, to 
see other transactions that contribute to the batch. 

To view Sales and refunds summaries, click Summaries on the left side. 

Click to view other 
transactions that 
make up the batch

Click to view 
Summaries of 
Sales and 
refunds, 
Chargebacks, 
Fees, or Misc.

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 32

Settlement batch — A collection of transactions settled by an acquirer for a 
given day or period.

Funds transfer ID — An identifier the acquirer stamps on the batch of settled 
transactions. 

Funds transfer group — A grouping of sales, refunds, chargebacks, fees, and 
sundry items acquirers use when transferring money to the merchant bank. 

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/325496627



Downloads page

When you choose to export a table of data, Pazien gathers the data, and within 
minutes the file is available to download. While the data is being gathered, a clock 
icon appears in the Download column.

Downloadable files are stored in the Downloads section, but can also be accessed 
for immediate download in the notifications panel. 

A blue dot in the notifications panel 
means your export is ready for download

Download the file Delete the download

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 33

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331227764



Search

You can search for any sale, refund, or chargeback in the Search section of Pazien. 

1. Select Sales and refunds or Chargebacks and retrieval requests.

2. Enter at least one field to enable search. 

3. Click Search. 

If searching by First 6 AND last 4, you must enter both first 6 and last 4 to successfully search. 

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data. 34

More search criteria is available, but you must 
enter at least one field from above to search

Results display here and are exportable

How-to video: https://vimeo.com/showcase/5925906/video/331228305



Benchmarks*
Benchmarks allow you to compare your performance to that of your peers. Pazien 
anonymizes data of its customer base to show here. As a default, Pazien compares 
Your data to your Peers by MCC and Peers by MCC category. You can remove any 
preset comparisons, and add up to 3 comparisons to Your data. 

Benchmarks data is updated on a monthly basis to allow you to spot trends in 
performance and identify areas for improvement within your own operations. 

— MCC – A 4-digit Merchant Category Code that is assigned by the card networks 
and identifies a business by what it sells or provides. 

— MCC category – A range under which MCCs fall. For example, MCC 5311 
specifies Department Stores, but falls under the wider category of 5000-5599, 
identifying all Retail Outlet Services. Seeing the MCC category is especially 
important for Airlines as each airline has its own MCC. 
 

Comparison groups 
automatically appear

Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data.

*Benchmarks are an add-on feature of Pazien. Speak with your account manager about gaining access to benchmarks.  

Today Pazien supports approval rate benchmarks, 
but once we release additional benchmarks (e.g. 
chargebacks, sales, etc.), click here to add more

Table formatGraph format

Add filters to data (page 17)

35

Click on any card to view 
a granular breakdown of 
additional data (page 36)



Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data.

*Benchmarks are an add-on feature of Pazien. Speak with your account manager about gaining access to benchmarks.  

Benchmarks performance cards*

From the benchmarks dashboard, you can click into any approval rate card to view 
granular data. Once you click into a card, you’re met with performance cards, like you 
interact with on any Analytics page. 

You can navigate to any performance card from the horizontal tabs to see a complete 
breakdown of data and drill further into data by creating pivot tables (page 24). 

Once in an approval rate card, you can navigate back to the benchmarks dashboard 
by selecting All benchmarks in the top blue bar. 

Navigate to any performance card to view a breakdown of data

36

’N/A’ 
demonstrates 
where data is 
not available, 
likely because 
your peers 
don’t process 
certain 
payment 
methods (per 
this example)

‘Other’ 
demonstrates 
payment 
methods used 
by your peers 
and not by you 
(per this 
example) 

Create pivot tables to drill 
further into data (page 24)

Navigate back to the benchmarks dashboard



Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data.

*Fraud is an add-on feature of Pazien dependent on provider availability. Speak with your account manager about gaining access to fraud data.  

Fraud*

The fraud monitor provides a detailed analysis on Visa TC40 and Mastercard SAFE 
data. Pazien’s fraud section is set up like any other analytics page (page 16) and 
allows you to drill into data accordingly. 

An important distinction about the fraud page, is that the trend graph tends to be 
more dynamic than other analytics pages. Because fraud trickles in over time, the 
trend graph fills in over time to reflect fraud reported transactions, so dates closer to 
the present will appear to have less fraud than dates months back. 

Due to the nature of reported fraud, providers often suggest looking at fraud 3 
months back to get a reliable view on total fraud reported over a month’s period. 

Fraud report date = date 
transaction was reported as 
fraudulent

Transaction date (available in 
date picker) = date of original 
transaction 
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Fraud reported transactions trickle in over time, so the trend graph is dynamic

View individual 
transactions

Click on any performance card to drill into granular data (pages 23-27)

Hover over tooltips to understand calculations, counts and amounts

3DS spread of 
fraud transactions

Sort by fraud rate 
or fraud amount



Disclosure: All data shown is from a demo account. Disregard any inconsistencies in numbers and any missing data.

Fraud transactions*

38

Expand the table 
for more details

Export 
transactions

Click an 
order ID for 
more details

Date of original 
transaction

Date fraud was 
reported

Pazien gives you transaction level fraud details. 
 
1. Click View transactions in the summary box on the All fraud page.

2. View top-level information for each transaction. 

3. Click on any order ID to view more details on that transaction OR expand the table 
to see more details on all transactions. 

4. Export transactions by clicking the download icon to the left.

*Fraud is an add-on feature of Pazien dependent on provider availability. Speak with your account manager about gaining access to fraud data.  

If any data is blank, --, or N/A, it’s likely because we don’t get that level of detail 
from your payment provider. 

Transaction level detail is exportable, but limited to 1 million rows per download. 
Once an export is ready, it is available in the Downloads section (page 33), or in the 
notifications panel (page 3).  
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*Fraud is an add-on feature of Pazien dependent on provider availability. Speak with your account manager about gaining access to fraud data.  

Fraud: PSD2*

The goal of PSD2 is to reduce online fraud across Europe. Fraudulent transactions on the PSD2 
fraud page must meet each of the following criteria:

1. EEA issuing bank country – The transaction must be from an issuing bank located in one of the 
European Economic Area (EU member states and territories + EFTA states).

2. EEA based acquirer – The transaction must have been settled by an EEA-based acquiring BIN.

3. Transaction source = ecomm – Include only remote, electronic transactions, i.e. ecomm;  
Excludes MOTO and retail transactions.

4. Authorization method = everything but 3DS attempted or 3DS validated. The acquirer only has 
to report fraudulent transactions not attempted or validated using 3DS. This is because the 
merchant and acquirer have done everything they could to prevent fraud and should therefore not 
be penalized.

Hover over tooltips to understand calculations, counts and amounts

View individual 
transactions

Sort by fraud rate 
or fraud amount

Change the items 
in the trend graph

3DS = % of EEA 
ecomm sales 
that were 3DS 
attempted or 
validated

NON-3DS = % 
of EEA ecomm 
sales that were 
not 3DS 
attempted. 

Fraud report date = date 
transaction was reported as 
fraudulent

Transaction date (available in 
date picker) = date of original 
transaction 




